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Chapter 231 Your Infatuation Is Worthless To Me

"You want the shares in our hands and we don’t even have the right to ask? How can a dictator like you keep people's hearts?" Jeff

stood up and retorted Ryan.

In his eyes, this man was not a good person at all. Even if he took over the company, he might not be able to run it well.

The corner of Ryan's mouth rose slightly and he sneered. "You can sell me your shares in exchange for money. If you don't sell

these shares and make a mistake, you will lose all your face if I kick you out of the company. Will you be happy after that?"

His words carried a hint of a threat, and everyone's expression changed.

“But…” Some of them still want to argue.

“There is no such word as but in my dictionary. Now you have two options. First one is give your shares and take your money, it

will be good for both of us. The second one is don’t give your shares and wait for the time to be kicked out of here and lose all

your face. Choice is yours.”

After saying that, Ryan didn’t pay attention to the people present here anymore. He directly stood up and left, not giving them any

chance to retort.

Xavier followed behind Ryan. When they were about to reach to the corridor, Xavier saw Amber walking into the conference hall.

Her back was facing them, so she didn’t see them and directly entered the hall

Xavier raised his hand and patted Ryan. "Director Monor, Miss Thomas has entered the conference."

Ryan stopped and turned around to look at the woman in the conference hall. He said lightly, "Let her go."

"If Miss Thomas knew that your legs were fine, I don't know what she would think. After all, the two of you have a good

relationship. If she knew that you hid it from her, she might be furious." Xavier said carefully from beside.

Xavier had followed behind Ryan for a long time. So he naturally knew that Amber and Ryan had a very good relationship, and

Amber was also helping Ryan deal with these matters. If she knew that Ryan's leg was fine but did not tell her, he did not know if

Amber would have a conflict with Ryan because of this.

"You don't have to care about these things."

Ryan was not in the mood to deal with these things right now. Let them think whatever they wanted. He really didn’t care. At this

moment, his first and foremost priority was to accompany his wife during this period of time.

…

After some days.

Elena had already discharged from the hospital and returned to the villa.

But her situation was still not good. Sometimes, she would wake up, and sometimes, she would once again fall into a state of

madness. No one knew what she was thinking.

Two days later it was Elena's birthday. Ryan had originally planned to throw a party for her birthday. But who knew things would

turn into like this. But Ryan hoped that Elena could accompany him to celebrate her birthday.

It had been a long time since the two of them chatted and laughed together. Ever since she was kidnapped, the two of them had

become much more distant. No matter how hard he tried, Elena still did not recognize him.

Sometimes she would be silent without a word and sometimes she would be so mad that it became hard for him to control her. He

was simply helpless.

The doctors said that her situation would stabilize slowly, but till now there was no progress.

This morning after Ryan settled Elena down, he walked to the door and was about to get in the car to leave for the Monor Group.

However, when the car was about to go out of the front gate, there was suddenly someone jumped in front it.

Jasper, who was driving the car, suddenly stepped on the brakes, when he saw someone jump in front of their car.

Ryan frowned and looked up. To his surprise, it was actually Tina.

Xavier wrinkled his nose when he looked at Tina. He hated this woman from before.

Back then, she went to find Roman because she thought that Ryan did not have any real power. She also sold all the data that

Ryan had made to Roman. This woman was definitely not a good person.

Ryan felt a headache coming when he saw this woman. He lowered his car window and looked at her coldly. "What are you doing

here? None of us want to see you. Roman is still there. Go and find him. Why did you come here?”

"Cousin, I have something to say to you. Please listen to me. I was really forced back then. Roman was the CEO of the company. I

was just a little assistant. He forced me to do these things. I didn’t want to do it. You should know what I did to you.”

“What is the use of saying these words now? Are you trying to defend yourself?"

“Cousin, please believe me. I didn't want to leave Monor family, I didn't want to leave the company, and I didn't want to leave

you. That's why I followed Roman back then. Seeing that I'm deeply in love with you, can you let me stay by your side?"

As she spoke, Tina pulled Ryan's arm and refused to let him leave. Now that the matter had developed to this extent, Roman had

to withdraw from the company. If Ryan could even make his own brother wonder in street, then what would he do to a nobody

like her?

Furthermore, in the influence of Roman, she had insulted Ryan and Elena again and again in the past and sold all the internal

information to Roman. If Ryan really wanted to settle scores with her… Her situation would be even worse than Roman.

No! She couldn’t let his happen. She absolutely could not be chased out just like that. Even if she had to pull her face to beg Ryan,

she had to stay here. Otherwise, she would have nothing in the future.

Ryan forcefully pulled his arm back and took out a tissue to wipe his clothes which had been touched by Tina.

"I never knew that you would be so infatuated with me. But unfortunately, your infatuation is worthless to me. If you make your

own choice, you will have to bear the consequences yourself."

"Cousin, you can't do this to me. Have you forgotten the help my family gave to your grandfather? Your family is indebted to my

family. You can't be so heartless to me." Tina wept tears and snot. She intended to reason with him and move him.

It was a pity that Tina had underestimated Ryan's coldness. “Then you should find my grandfather and ask him to settle your

scores. Your family’s help is nothing to do with me and most importantly you have nothing to do with me.”

After saying that, he didn’t even bother to look at Tina’s stunned expression and he rolled up the window. "Jasper, drive."

At this moment, Ryan did not have the mood to think about these things.

"Cousin, you can't do this! Don't leave me behind. If Roman leaves the company, then I have no place to go. Only you can take

me in.”

“I know, I have let you down before, but can you forgive me this time on account of our relationship? I will definitely work hard

by your side in the future."

Tina chased after the car that had already started moving as she spoke.

Ryan sat at the back with his eyes closed. "Drive faster."

Jasper could not pity that ungrateful woman. He instantly stepped on the accelerator to the bottom and the car flew away quickly.

Tina, who was behind, fell to the ground and cried on the road.

"Cousin, you can't treat me like this. How should I live in the future?"

Tina sat on the ground and cried. Then she continued to shout, "Ryan Monor, you ungrateful thing! My mother saved your

grandfather back then. And you don’t even want to take care of the past relationship. So what if you took over the company? I

curse you that you will never succeed in your career."

Unfortunately, the people in front of her had already left. No one cared what that woman shouted. The people on the street looked

at the crazy woman sitting on the ground.

People on the road were pointing at her and gossiping about her.
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